In order to analyze varying plasma conditions upstream of Titan, we have 
Introduction
Titan is usually embedded within the rotating magnetosphere of Saturn -a configuration 
24
In Figure 1 , we plot one example of current sheet elevation, Z CS , from this A11 model.
25
For constant radial distance (e.g. along Titan's orbit), Z CS will vary with azimuth -i.e.
26
there is a 'ripple' in the sheet surface. For southern summer, Z CS is everywhere positive
27
-hence, the azimuthally averaged surface forms a 'bowl-like' shape. We have combined 28 the A11 model of sheet geometry with the Saturn plasmadisk model of Achilleos et al.
29
[2010a] (hereafter Ach10) in order to predict the variable magnetic and plasma parameters 
43
We summarize and give conclusions in §4. respect to Saturn's rotational equator) is given by A11:
where the first term represents the axisymmetric bowl and the second term the spatial sheet oscillation, dependent on both position and time: introduces a systematic delay of the oscillation phase with radial distance (see Figure 1 ).
63
The T15 Titan encounter occurred during Cassini 's Revolution 25. We thus adopt the 64 same sheet parameters as used by A11 for their Rev 25 model fit, namely λ o = 100
The second component of our plasmadisk model specifies magnetic field and plasma space'. In order to combine the Ach10 model with the A11 sheet geometry, we calculate 73 'equivalent Ach10 model coordinates' corresponding to the spacecraft's actual location:
where ρ S/C is the spacecraft's actual cylindrical radial distance from the planet's rotation 
99
In Figure 3a , we show model plasma parameters corresponding to the field model of flux tubes would also be expected to deviate from the rotational equator, for appropriate 112 oscillation phases.
113
The observed magnetic field is dominantly radial outside the current sheet. The max-114 imum value of |B ρ /B Z | for the interval shown is ∼ 20, which also equals the maximum 115 ratio |E Z /E ρ | for the convective electric field (see Arridge et al.
[2011a] for more details).
116
In the bottom panel of Figure 3a , we show the contributions to plasma pressure from 
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In Figure 3b , we compare observed and modeled hot plasma pressure. The global profile 
